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$355,000

Rare Opportunity! Picture yourself in paradise at 5 Seashell Court, Innes Park. This stunning piece of land is now available

for sale, offering 1007m2 of vacant bliss, awaiting your vision for the perfect dream home!Located in the sought-after

suburb of Innes Park and just a stone's throw away from Palmers Creek, could see you swimming, snorkelling, fishing or

just taking in the natural surrounds of this relaxing location. 5 Seashell Court presents an unrivalled opportunity to

embrace the breathtaking coastal lifestyle you've always dreamed of. Boasting a generous 1007m2, provides ample space

to design and create your dream home. This block is also located in a cul-de-sac making the property feel private and

quiet. Here you are within walking distance to the glistening shores of Innes Park Beach, indulge in daily walks, refreshing

swims, and mesmerizing sunset strolls. Experience the perfect blend of tranquility and convenience with nearby amenities

including shops, cafes, schools, and more, ensuring you have everything you need at your fingertips.Leave no room for

compromise. With 5 Seashell Court, the endless possibilities to design YOUR ideal home are limitless. Immerse yourself in

the serenity of coastal living, where the ocean breeze will be your daily soundtrack.Don't miss this golden opportunity to

secure your own slice of paradise. Enquire now and make your coastal dreams a reality!RATES: $1400/ Per Half

YearDISTANCE TO FACILITIES:Bakery - 200mBeach - 600mBundaberg CBD - 15kmCoral Cove Convenience Store -

2.4kmBarolin Rocks Snorkelling Site - 2.2kmBargara CBD - 7kmPublic School – 6kmHigh School – 12kmExperience the

tranquil coastal lifestyle you've always imagined. Your dream home awaits at 5 Seashell Court. Contact Exclusive Listing

Agent, Jonathon Olsen on 0409 534 533.Disclaimer: LJ Hooker have been provided with the above information; however,

the Office and the Agent provides no guarantees, undertakings or warnings concerning the accuracy, completeness or

up-to-date nature of the information provided by the Vendor or other Persons. All interested parties are responsible for

their own independent inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


